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Preface of the project :
DALIT had started Water, Sanitation,
Arsenic mitigation and
Hygiene promotion since 2003
through community led integrated,
participatory
and empowering
approach. Since October 2012,
DALIT has been implementing the
ASWASH project at some part of
ward no. 5 and whole ward no. 6
through the financial and technical support of ICCO COOPERATION. The geographic coverage of the project is one ward of
Jamira Union of Phultala Upazila in Khulna district. On the basis of
the previous experience of this project, proposed next phase
(October 2014 to September 2015) is being implemented to bring
change T others wards of the Jamira Un

Project target groups:
The project has covered 9 wards of the Jamira union where total
households are 7289 and the total population is 31562. Among
the total population women is 15879 and men is 15773. The
whole population of the area is the direct target people of the
project. Our target populations are both male and female groups,
however, emphasis is given to female as well as vulnerable
groups as like person with disability and socially excluded groups.

Project Goal:
To contribute to achieving the
MDG 7 in Bangladesh, especially among the Underprivileged
people.

Specific Objective:
Increase the access to safe
drinking water and to hygienic
toilet, disseminating information on hygiene and menstrual
practice in the working area of
the project.

Expected Result:
1. Access to safe drinking water
increased by minimum 50 %
in the working area
2. Provision to have hygiene
and
sustainable
toilet
increased by 40% in the
working area
3. Hygiene practices
(hand
washing and use of sanitary
napkins)
increased
by
minimum 25% among

Major Stakeholders
Watch Committee - 09
Male Group - 27
Female Group - 27
School Teacher - 40
School Management Com
Adolescent Volunteer - 60
Adolescent School Student - 689]
Sanitary Entrepreneur - 03
Women Entrepreneur - 01
Union WatSan Committee - 01
Tube Well caretaker committee

Major Activities of the project:
,vtth male, female and watch
.3:10*1 and training erf adolescent giri's \
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It is to mention that four years ago there were only 53 DTW with
few STW and more than 66% household used pond water for
domestic purpose but currently 100% are drinking water from
DTW and 99% are using for domestic work and only 1% is using
other sources. We think that maximum result has been achieved
under the project with the cooperation of relevant stakeholders.
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At the beginning of the project 4% people did open defecation
but now anybody does not open defecation in the Jamira Union
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At the beginning of the
project, tippy tap was not used in
our working area but now 5466
>useholds (75% ) are using tippy tap
t of 7289 households for hand
Cashing in five critical times in our
forking area. It's a remarkable and
Significant change in hand washing practice '
if the project. So we believe that Tippy Tap
rf enhance hand washing practice into any
nity.

md people don't feel shy about
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Some
ckaluenges
• Since October 2012, DALIT has been
implementing the ASWASH project at
sorne part of ward no. 5 and whole
ward no. 6 in Jamira union and during
:
:tr(is period we have installed 350
•latrines in those area but the current
year we have not provided any latrine
to the community peoples in the
Jamira Union. In this connection, we
faced the public dissatisfaction about
this issue.
Natural calamity especially heavy
rainfall in our project area.
Political instability is one of the worst
challenges we have met. The turmoil
situation made our work very hard
because we always had planned to
execute things within the time frame.
So, due to political turmoil, we have
to reorganize everything we planned
earlier. The product price is raising
badly for us sometimes. Now, those
situations have passed and we are
»w getting back on track.

2ome lessons
learned of the
project

We have
mobilized 660
adolescent girl
students on
menstrual
hygiene issue.
As a result,
they have
easily made
women and
adolescent
girls of the
community
fully aware
regarding this
which is a
significant
achievement
of this
project. From
this reason,
we can say
that expected
result can
easily be
achieved if an
acceptable
community
can be
utilized.
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CBO and LGls can
motivate or promote any type of
development Issue at community
level easily because they have
access to the community people.

Best practice under the project
e hand washing practic

Background
Das Para situated under Piprail village and ward no. 6 of Jamira
union of Phultala Upazila where some Dalit community people
live. Their living condition is not standard as like others. They
don't have any general profession like others. Most of them have
no land for cultivation. So, they have to depend on preparing
bamboo made goods which they are doing traditionally and generation to generation. In this Das Para, there are 57 households
where a total of 129 male and 122 female live. During the month
of October 2012 when Dalit starts its project named "Access to
Safe Water, Sanitation and Hygiene"; most of the families didn't
have access to hygienic latrines. They were careless about hygienic latrines. But, after launching of 'ASWASH' Project, people are
getting motivated to install hygienic latrines.

Daiit's Initiatives
From the strategic point of view, Dalit has formed 01 Watch
Committee, 03 male and 03 female groups to implement the
project activities at ward level. Dalit has continued conducting
regular monthly meetings with these groups to disseminate different messages through these committees. The watch committee is
the key committee to carry out all the project related activities of
respective ward. Following the process, same level of committee
and groups have been formed also at ward no. 06.
Throughout these committees, Das Para community has come to
know about 'Tippy Tap'. They have shown the community how to
install a tippy tap and what benefits the community can get by
installing a tippy tap. This is how tippy tap was introduced to the
community. The surrounding HHs also realized that this is a very
effective way to make sure they can wash their both hands with
soap after defecation.

Changes on the Ground
So, finally from the above stated short success story, we can
easily assess that installation of locaily made Tippy Tap that can
enhance hand washing practice. Even if it is installed near home
where generally we wash our hands before taking food, it can
enhance hand washing practices,before taking food. The reason
lies behind this success is availability of materials locally, and
community mobilization by the committee members. If we can
make the community understand the benefits, they will get accustomed to practicing any behavior, and they will take charge of the
rest.
Dipti Rani Das, a school student of'Das Para' said, "I have tried
several times to have a water source near or inside our latrine,
but didn't have a solution on that. But, this tippy tap has given me
that solution. Now, I am very much happy to have such a hand
washing solution. By using this, I feel that my personal hygiene
has been improved and bad smell is not coming from my hands
as I am using soap while washing my hands after defecation."

Energy Globe Award
DALIT has received the Energy
Globe award from the Embassy
of Austria in New Delhi, India
on 18th June 2015. The award
was provided for the work of
DALIT through 'Access to Safe
Water, Sanitation and Hygiene'
(ASWASH) project, We would
also like to take a stand to
admit gratefulness and pay
gratitude to ICCO Cooperation
for their outstanding
contribution. We also recognize
the instrumental role played by
Bangladesh Wash Alliance
(BWA).
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